Nuga Best NM-5000 Thermal Massage Bed Features

Spine Contouring Internal Projector with 6 Far-Infrared 3-Ridge Helium Heated Premium Nuga Jade Rollers and a 7th Neck Stretching/Lifting 2-Ridge Helium Heated Jade Roller

Moxibustion Enhanced Acupressure Effect to 141 Bladder Meridian Acupuncture Points

Increased Blood and Qi Flow and Enhanced Nervous System Benefits

Jade Hand-Held Far-Infrared Projector with Cover and Frame Holder (5 Jade Balls) with 100 to 160 Degree Digital Temperature Control

Attractive, Flowing, Feng Shui Design

Light Yet Very Sturdy Metal and Wood Frame <<NM-5000 Frame Assembly Instructions>>

Flat, 10, 20, or 30 Degree Frame Height Inclination on Upper Frame

Flat, 10, 20, or 30 Degree Frame Height Inclination on Lower Frame

Weight & Pain Control Pad For Short & Long Term Pain Relief and Muscle/Skin/Fat/Cellulite Toning

22 Inch Long 360 Degree Flexible Remote Control Holder

100 to 160 Degree Temperature Adjustable Tourmaline and Germanium Far-Infrared & Anion Emitting Ceramic Disks

100 to 160 Degree Digital Internal Projector Temperature Control

Neck, Back, & Pelvis Moxibustion Enhanced Acupressure Effect and Finger Pressure Massage Effect Mode

Full Leg & Pelvis Moxibustion Enhanced Acupressure Effect and Finger Pressure Massage Effect Mode

Auto 5000 - 40 Minute Full Back and Neck Mode with Finger Pressure Massage and Moxibustion Enhanced Acupressure Effect

Auto 5000 (LF-A) - 41 Minute Auto 5000 Back Neck, Back, & Pelvis with LF Pad on Abdomen Mode

Auto 5000 (LF-B) - 41 Minute Full Leg and Pelvis with LF Pad on Back Mode

Manual Finger Pressure Massage Mode

Manual Moxibustion Enhanced Acupressure Effect Mode

Very Low Electricity Use

2-Year Residential Use Manufacturer's Warranty

Nuga Chairman's Prior Work Developing Migun & Ceragem

ISO 9001 and ISO 13485 Certified
Product Detail Information

NM-5000
Personal combination heating and low frequency stimulator which combines acupressure and heating as a spinal rolling massager
Nuga Best NM-5000 Thermal Massage Bed System

Price: $2800.00

Manufacturing article permit no for medical device: Manufacture License No. 10-684

- Size: 565(W) 1195(D) 170(H) mm
- Weight and packing unit: 73.72kg / 1set
- Rated power supply and frequency: AC 220V / 50, 60Hz
- Power consumption: 230W

**Fine Design**
- The streamline design makes you feel comfortable in use.
- Design is beautiful in combination of steel and beautiful floral patterns.
- Materialss in high quality with beautiful and good feelings of texture anr used.
- The product's green color helps psychological stability.

**Functional product frame**
- The main mat and subsidiary mat are horizontal, which can be used in a more convenient way with the attachment of a handle for three-step adjustments in your desired angle respectively in 10, 20 or 30 degrees.

**Internal projector in ergonomic design**
- As the internal projector is designed for rotation in a certain angle to the front, back, left and right, the acupressure effects are increased with the separately built-in ceramic for the cervical vertebrae due to the equal distribution of acupressure load to the whole body.

**External projector in convenient design**
- As the handle of the external projector is designed to fit for a grip with a hand, it protects heat from dispersing in addition to the convenient use.

**Multi-functional remote controller unified with the convenient remote controller holder**
- The remote controller holder which can be rotated 360 degrees can be used conveniently in the user's desired angle. The remote controller is made in a size to be seen at a glance with buttons which can be easily used with less wear due to the use of special materials, and the button descriptions cannot be easily erased.

**Internal driving method with low noises**
- The guard rail in special design provides few noises by reducing frictions between the internal projector and rail, enabling the semi-permanent use by reducing the driving load.